JAX STATE RECEIVES FEDERAL FUNDS

New Building Slated For JSC

The release of a grant of $573,750 to Jacksonville State College from the U.S. Office of Education was announced Monday in a telegram from Senators Lister Hill and John Sparkman to Dr. Houston Cole, president of the college, for a classroom building. The building for modern languages, mathematics, data processing, business education and the social sciences, will cost $1,200,000 when completed.

The grant is a part of a $2,194,365 building project that will include additions to Ramona Wood Library and Ayers Science Hall—all a part of the $6 million building program announced recently. The new 30-classroom building will be fireproof, air-conditioned, of steel frames, concrete floors, brick and cast stone exterior. It will be of contemporary design to blend with the prevailing style of architecture on the campus, and will be located north of Stephenson Gymnasium facing the tennis courts.

Bids will be opened on July 22 for two new dormitories, and specifications for bids on a new cafeteria will be advertised in August. Construction is also expected to begin on a new $1 million student commons this fall.

President Cole stated that when construction is completed on these new buildings, the college will have sufficient facilities to accommodate 6,000 students. Only 4,000 can be accepted until that time, he said.

SGA Meetings

Meeting of 6-22-65

President John Mann called the meeting to order. The invocation was given by Leon Morrow. Following the reading of the minutes from the last meeting, the secretary called roll. The president price for the summer Dance at $350.00. Leon Morrow, senior class president, moved that the Student Government Association should set the limit for this summer dance orchestra at $250.00 or less. This motion was seconded by Tommy Monroe and Joe
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Nichols At NEA Conference

Jimmy Nichols, a junior from Dutton, has been in Washington, D.C., and New York City for the annual convention of the National Education Association, the Student NEA National Leadership Conference and Conference on Teacher Education and Professional Standards.

The NEA convention was held in New York City, the conferences in Washington, D.C. He was among 120 student leaders attending the meeting which lasted from June 17 - July 2.

The Leadership Conference held its sessions at the Mayflower Hotel and NEA headquarters and heard such notables speak as Dr. Lois Edinger, NEA president; Charles Lee, members of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare; and Dr. Richard B. Kennan, executive secretary of the National Commission on Professional Rights and Responsibilities.

Nichols is president of the Alabama Chapter of SNEA.

Letters To Lilly

Dear Lilly,

I have gotten myself into an awful situation. I have been going with one particular girl for a good while now. Just before I began dating this girl, I met another girl at a convention. I only dated her once, and feel no attachment whatsoever for her. Undoubtedly, she feels otherwise. My problem is that she has informed me that she will attend my graduation. Help!

SIGNED BEWILDERED

Dear BEWILDERED,

Undoubtedly, up until now you haven't attempted to break off your relationship with the girl from the convention. When you have more than one "on a string", you may find yourself dangling alone. Therefore, I advise that you write your persistent friend and tell her the truth—the whole truth, but still be very tactful. Let this be a lesson to you, and remember, a threesome never did make a good couple. If this doesn't work, you can always invite "yours truly" to your commencement.

Lilly

Under The Chimes

by Bobby Clotfelter

"May I please see your I.D. card?" This is the very familiar expression we hear at the check-out desk at the library. However, this expression was not familiar to a certain person recently

The Pyramids

Make Record
Meeting of 7-6-65

President John Mann called the meeting to order. Following the invocation by David Peters, the secretary called the roll and the minutes from the last meeting. Randall Wolfe, treasurer, gave the financial report.

President Mann asked the Senate if the SGA would be willing to purchase and sell booster badges for the home football games this fall. The badges would greatly increase school spirit and enthusiasm. Leon Morrow suggested that these booster badges be sold to incoming freshmen along with their rat hats this fall. Sue McDonald, senior class representative, said that these booster badges were very effective in the cheering section at home football games.

A report from the Frank Stanley Orchestra from the Club in Birmingham set his limit for this summer dance orchestra at $250.00 or less. This motion was seconded by Tommy Monroe and Joe Stahlkupke.

President Mann gave the Senate his report from a conference with Dr. Cole concerning the campus problems. Suggested solutions for these problems include: (1) opening the bookstore at night during the fall semester; (2) opening the Grab earlier on weekends, and keeping it open until 11 p.m. on weekends; (3) installing a TV in the Student Union Building; (4) lighting the tennis courts before dark; and (5) placing trashcans strategically around the area to avoid littering the areas around the campus.

David Peters suggested that the SGA encourage the student body not to litter the Grab and the SUB Auditorium.

There seem to be plenty of trashcans, so let them use these for our paper cups and candy wrappers, he said.

Junior class president, Jane Reynolds, reported that her father's company will construct the proposed Jacksonville State College campus to be placed along major highways in the area. No definite action has been taken toward purchasing these signs until the Highway Department is contacted.

Vice president Tommy Monroe appointed SGA members to help plan the all-campus beach party, which will be July 15 at Aniston Beach. Randall Wolfe gave each member tickets to sell for the talent show which is Tuesday, July 13. Admission is 50c for each for the Annual Talent Show. The mc's are Gerald Brewer (Bruno) and Tom Moore. If any student wants to be in the talent show, he should contact any SGA member or one of the mc's.

There will be prizes given to winners.

Sue McDonald moved for adjournment, Dottie Battles seconded the motion, and the SGA approved.

Mary Jane Baker SGA Secretary

Dr. Hennes Dies After Long Illness

Funeral services were held in Thedford, Tex., June 28 for Dr. Bernard R. Hennes, professor of history at Jacksonville State College, who died at Piedmont Hospital after a long illness.

Dr. Hennes, who had been a member of the faculty since 1957, previously taught at Laredo Junior College and at the University of Texas, before coming to Alabama to join the University of Alabama Center faculty in Gadsden.

He received the LLB degree from the University of Notre Dame; BS and MS degrees from the University of Houston and Ph.D. from the University of Texas.

He is survived by his wife, who is speech therapist for the laboratory school; two brothers, Harold R. Hennes, Evanston, Ill., and Oscar Hennes, of Benton Harbor, Mich.; and a sister, Mrs. Ann Jordan of Detroit, Mich.

Dr. Hennes was a native of Michigan.

Air Force Selection Team Visits Campus

Sgt. Jack Thomas, of the local Air Force recruiting office, has announced that the Air Force officer selection team from Montgomery will visit the Jacksonville State campus on Wednesday, July 14, to interview both men and women interested in the training school program.

The team will consist of Capt. Grayder and Sgt. Jeter from Montgomery and Sgt. Thomas from Aniston. They will be located in the Coffee Shop from 10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and will be glad to answer any questions with our obligation.

"Your's truly" to your commencement.

Signed A.H.

Dear A.H.,

Your problem is one which is not too uncommon among students. Have you tried to analyze your problem objectively? Where you have two or three professors to "contend" with, do you realize that the professors have fifty three students just like you, to "contend" with? Granted, there are many faculty members who have a large number of students, but don't we all? Teachers are striving to establish and maintain professional

The Pyramids Make Record

Sax State's Pyramids delivered their first recording last week, and the LP album with 12 numbers in said to be superbly done. The Vanity-published disc has a minimum of surface static and the listening is said to be great.

The Pyramids originated here with Al Berry, guitarist; John Carruth, Gadsden, flute; and Martha Moore, Trafford, vocalist. Later Brown Fruit joined them as vocalist, and Jim Garner as bass player.

They wrote the music to "Cold Blows the Wind" that gives new flavor to all the American numbers, including "Old Blue", which is the title of the album.
Military Service, A Privilege

First Lt. Richard R. Steinke has been found guilty of refusing to serve under hazardous conditions in South Vietnam by a U.S. court martial board. He was sentenced to dismissal from the army and forfeiture of all pay and allowances.

Why does an individual of intelligence, good moral character, education refuse to fight for his country and thereby have himself branded a coward for life? This question has been running through the minds of millions of American citizens.

According to military leaders, psychologists, and even the veterans who live next door, war is the most terrible of all human tragedies. In war one does not risk losing his job or social position but faces losing the most important of all possessions—his life. But others have placed their ideals on the altar for the defense of their country. Why did this officer refuse? Might we say then that this should be considered a privilege not an obligation. Can we as Americans really deny this right? Can we truly enjoy freedom unless we have in our meager way participated in some manner? Well, then let us as American males take stock and consider why we are doing what we are doing, and see if it is not only to ourselves but also to society.

Cheating certainly does harm. Students caught cheating seem to have a common reply. "Everybody does it and I can't see that it really hurts anybody anyway." Do the cheaters themselves really believe this absurd statement? Can it be that they have deceived themselves to the point that they have such a misconception of the difference between right and wrong?

Cheating certainly harms. How can one be surprised that who cheats is certainly harmed more than anyone else. Each time a student cheats, he loses a little of his ability to think and work on his own. However, most important of all, he loses a great deal of his self-respect and pride.

Some people claim illness, religious objections, purposely get married or try any number of other ways to avoid military service. Why? Only they know.

As a free society constantly threatened by communist dominance we are at all times on the brink of war. If war should come and it is nuclear war, what will all face destruction. If it is a limited, conventional war only the American soldier faces this threat. With the "stepping up" process underway in Viet Nam more and more American soldiers are facing this challenge, a challenge they will meet and conquer.

In the truest sense freedom, justice, and equal opportunities mean obligations. These obligations may come in many forms. To the American male one of the obligations is military service, service to the armed forces which are the main in the past defended the freedom and will again in the future.

To the American who lives next door, war brings out before us. Therefore, we have in our meager way stepped up the "grab" process underway in Viet Nam. But others have placed their ideals on the altar for the defense of their country. Why did this officer refuse? Might we say then that this should be considered a privilege not an obligation. Can we as Americans really deny this right? Can we truly enjoy freedom unless we have in our meager way participated in some manner? Well, then let us as American males take stock and consider why we are doing what we are doing, and see if it is not only to ourselves but also to society.
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From The Editor

When conditions and practices don't go exactly the way we want then we take the first reaction to attack, to criticize, to complain. How often do we fail to praise when situations are satisfactory or when we are the benefi-

ciaries of the labor and good will of others.

Criticisms is good: in it's place. Criticism is good, if used to upgrade rather than degrade, but just as praise must be praised. We must praise when we see some-

that has been improved, developed and changed for the better.

Dr. Houston Cole deserves praise from JSC. He has worked untiringly for our school, its growth and development.

Our campus has grown in the number of students, the building, the student body has increased, and the faculty has been expanded to keep up with this growth, under Dr. Cole's guidance.

Recently the college has received a 5 1/,2 million for further expansion. The academic pro-

gram is being enriched propor-

tionately, and we look forward to university status with Jacksonville's influence spreading over a wider area as the months pass by.

During the summer ses-

son, students have had an opportunity to hear a number of distinguished political leaders, legislators and journalists, and it has always been Dr. Cole's policy to bring some of the nation's leading figures in the field of the theatre, politics and the scholastic to the campus during the regular session.

The student body and faculty owe much to this man for his interest and dedication, and he

right or even tolerable? As
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Meet Mr. Treadaway, JSC Guidance Counselor

Jacksonville State College has a unique guidance counselor! He is Roy L. Treadaway, custodian of Graves Hall for the past 20 years, and unofficial "dear Abby" for the students. Mr. Treadaway directed Wanda Lucas, a freshman, to her next class. He is a great believer in good character and discipline.

The World Is Divided Brewer Tells Students

Albert P. Brewer, Speaker of the Alabama House of Representatives, told students and faculty on Saturday that "the red and blue struggle is for the minds of young people of all nations."

"The world is divided into two great camps, armed with weapons of description, and within moments of destruction by each other, but the battle is for the minds of the youth," he declared.

"People in high places unwittingly give the communists assistance," he said.

"With their deviant and insidious methods, the communists exploit new nations; they join demonstrations against our country's foreign policy, student riots on our college campuses, and seek to destroy the belief in freedom and human dignity."

But freedom is not easily destroyed, he pointed out.

"Can you imagine a man so determined to be free that he will set out in a small boat to cross 90 miles of ocean and the U.S. or try to escape from East Germany to West Germany under the threat of instant death?" It is being done every day, he declared.

He appealed to the students to learn the basic tenets upon which freedom is based.

Mrs. Griffin says she hasn't met many of the students yet, but she is very favorably impressed with those she has seen.

The Student Speaks

"Do you think the campus dress is too casual?" This was the question asked, and these are some of the responses.

Anne Ziglar, a senior majoring in music at Citizens, Ga., said, "For the most part, I think the students here are quite sensible in their dress. There are a few, however, who fail to recognize the difference between casualness and sloppiness. My idea of sloppiness is the oversized football jersey, and rubber shoes, commonly known as "shoeshine" shoes. Those are not proper attire for students."
48

a popular post--a student from Leeds. Bill is the big (195 pounds, 5 feet 10 inches) blonde boy who takes meal ticket numbers on the right side of the dinner hall. Having been here for almost a year before this July, he believes that he has seen great expansion and progress at JSC since he enrolled in the summer of 1961. "I have two great weaknesses: women and food, in that order." 

Well over six feet in height, bald and slim, his identity is unmistakable as he moves through the halls of Graves Hall pushing a broom, emptying ash trays and waste baskets, and according to those that offer a kindly word to students and faculty.

He has become as traditional as Bill Graves Hall in which he works!

Sgt. J. C. Mizelle Retires From Staff

ROTC SERGEANT RETIRED--Lt. Col. John A. Brock, Jr., director of the ROTC program at Jacksonville State College, presented the Army Commendation Medal to Bill J. Mizelle, a member of the ROTC staff at Jacksonville State College. Mizelle was honored for the Army Commendation Medal after a career that extended over a period of 32 years. He has been a member of the regular army and has been awarded the rank of captain in the regular army. At special ceremonies conducted by Lt. Col. John A. Brock, Jr., the medal was presented to Mizelle.

Good Conduct and U.S. Army Reserve Medals. Beginning as a CCC camper, Sgt. Mizelle saw service in the New Guinea campaign; Verduin, France, with construction engineers; Eniwetok, Atomic Proving Grounds; and Copenhagen, Denmark, with military advisory group, and numerous assignments in this country. He has held various positions in the United States Army in Gainesville, Fla., where he was stationed with the 3rd Infantry Division. Mizelle served with the University of Florida.

Dr. Ogilvie is Spotlighted

Dr. Walter Leroy Ogilvie, professor of economics, is spotlighted this week for his contribution to the social science division. A native of Portland, Ore., he came to Jacksonville by circuitous route, but now that he is here, he can be grateful for the circumstances that steered him to the professorship at JSC.

He has left his mark on the worlds of business and the military. More recently, he is working on a public health program and will do graduate work in the University of Florida.

Tony, the son of the Rev. Dr. Ogilvie, is married to the former Mary Pauline Hoffman of Chicago and is married to the former Mary Pauline Hoffman of Chicago. Dr. Ogilvie has been active in combat in Europe and in Korea. He is now a lieutenant colonel and is stationed in the United States Army. Dr. Ogilvie was graduated from the University of Illinois, where he received a Ph.D. in business in 1962.

For almost a year before retiring, he had been teaching at the University of Alabama, where he received a Ph.D. in economics. He is married to the former Mary Pauline Hoffman of Chicago.

Tony Norman and Mrs. L. A. Norman of Pawnee, is married to the former Claudia L. Norman, who is present in Anniston.

Dr. Ogilvie was sentenced to prison for the crime of steel theft in 1960. At present in Anniston, he is serving his sentence.

We feel Tony is destined to become one of our important leaders in the near future. He attended Tarrant High School and immediately upon graduation attended college at the University of Illinois, where he received a Ph.D. in business in 1962.
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JSC Sports

007 Bond Or 400,000 Namath?

In recent months, a suave, dapper gentleman has captured the hearts of moviegoers around the world. This gentleman is best known by his prefix of 007, or James Bond. This master of adventure is in and out of trouble more than 10 average men, but come September another young man may take the spotlight away from 007. This gentleman's prefix is a bit longer, but more meaningful to him at least. He is 400,000 Joe Namath.

Joe is the man who guided Bear Bryant, and the University of Alabama to the National Football Championship in 1964, then pocketed more than $400,000 dollars just by signing his name to a professional contract. Both Joe and Ivan Fleming, famous fictional character, share one thing in common—they both like the finer things in life.

This Is Today

Today is here. I will start with a smile, and resolve to be agreeable. I will not criticize. I refuse to waste my valuable time. Today has one thing in which I know I am equal with others—time. All of us draw the same salary in seconds, minutes, hours.

Today I will not waste my time, because the minutes I wasted yesterday are as lost as a vanished thought. Today I refuse to spend time worrying about what might happen. I am going to spend my time making things happen.

Today I am determined to do things I should do. I firmly determine to stop doing the things I should not do.

Today I begin by doing, and not wasting my time. In one week I will be miles beyond the person I am today.

Today, I will not imagine what I would do if things were different. They are not different. I will make success with what material I have.

Today I will stop saying, "If I had time," for I never will "find time" for anything—If I want it I must take it.

Today I will act toward

The Righteous Boys—Front row: (left to right), T. Smith, Gadden; E. Frankl, Saks; R. Adzro, Birmingham; T. Buttram, Springville; J. Bryson, Springville. Back row: (left to right), T. Emanuel, Trenton, Ga.; A. Fallo, Trussville; J. Mann, Cedar Bluff; C. Naftei, Birmingham; H. Turner, Rockford; L. Morton, Pinson.

Featheringham Conducts Typing Workshop, July 14

Richard D. Featheringham, educational consultant, lecturer, and typing demonstrator, will conduct a typing workshop Wednesday, July 14, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., in the business department.

He will cover essential techniques for improving accuracy and speed, in addition to upgrading of secretarial skills.

Dr. Featheringham has BS and MS degrees from Kent University, and he recently received his doctorate at the University of North Dakota, where he is now a member of the faculty.

He has an extensive background and all levels of business education, and is also a member of many professional societies. He is the author of a number of articles on educational research and vocational technology.

Mrs. Lawrence Hicks is acting head of the business department and will direct the workshop.

Puppet Show at JSC—Students in Miss Douglass Olsen's children's literature class witnessed a puppet performance this week given by pupils in Mrs. Harold Thompson's puppet workshop. Lyndee Gory and Kathy Todd (right), two of the pupils, look on as The Little Pigs and the Wolf is dramatized.

Facility Spotlight

Mrs. Opal Lovett, who ordinarily teaches a class in composition, English literature, and speech, is presently teaching American literature. Mrs. Lovett has BS and AB degrees from Jackson- ville State College in English, history, and speech. She has an MA degree in English from the University of Alabama.

This is her fourth year of teaching at Jacksonville State College. Before that she taught at Marshall County High School, Cordova High School, Sax Junior High, and Anniston High School. At Sax Junior High she coached the girls' competitive softball, basketball, and volleyball teams. At Anniston she sponsored the school newspaper, student council, and Scribblers' Club.

Mrs. Lovett was a charter member of the International House Program here at Jacksonville. She belongs to AEA, National Council of Teachers of English, Alabama Council of College Teachers and Scribblers' Club.

Puppet Workshop

Students in Miss Douglass Olsen's class of Children's Literature witnessed a demonstration on puppetry this week presented by children in Mrs. Harold Thompson's summer puppet workshop.

The puppets were made by the children in the workshop and several children's stories were dramatized with Sharon Holland as director.

Laura and Martha Stallworth, Edna Lib Holland and Sherrill Rice were the Three Little Pigs and the Wolf; Constance Currier and Chris Thompson were the Fisherman and Wife; Kathy Todd and Lyndee Gory were characters in the Uncle Remus stories; Betty Jean
newest football additions. Carleton Rankin, Coach Rankin is the Gamecocks backfield and offensive coach and joined the football staff in December 1964.

Carleton is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Rankin of Piedmont. He graduated from Piedmont High School in 1959. While in attendance he not only was a member of the National Honor Society, but an all-round athlete, having played football, basketball, baseball, and track. It is his football that brought him to everyone's attention, however. He was All-County for two years, and All-State, All-Southern and All-American his senior year.

Coach Rankin entered the University of Alabama in 1959 and played his college football under "Bear" Bryant. Asked about playing under Bryant, Carleton stated, "It was a real experience, one which a person doesn't run into every day." He said, "The Bear expected a lot, like any good coach should, and that on the field meant business. Bryant would do anything for a player who would stick it out and work hard, but he didn't think much of quitters."

During those four years Carleton played quarterback and fullback and halfback. As a member of the Alabama squad he played the Bluebonnet Bowl in 1960, the Sugar Bowl in 1962 and the Orange Bowl in 1963. He also played in the All-American Bowl Game in Buffalo, N. Y., in the summer of 1963.

Being an assistant coach under Jim Blevins means a lot to Carleton. He feels that Coach Blevins is an exceptional coach and is going to produce winning teams. Coach Rankin said, "Jacksonville has some promising and hardworking boys. The football program at Jacksonville is rapidly expanding and with a better schedule he hopes to attract more students and faculty members. As a whole the student body and faculty seem to be interested in the athletic department. Perhaps most important to a winning team is a winning attitude."

Some of Carleton's other activities are tennis, water skiing, golf, usually plays on the front nine, and chasing girls in his Corvette.

His comment on this fall's team, "Ask Coach Blevins."

Ernest Frank

The brightest crowns that are worn in heaven have been polished and glorified through the furnace of tribulation.

—E. H. Chapin

There will be a very important meeting of the Collegian staff tonight in Room 105 of Bibb Graves Hall. All staff members MUST be present. There will be a very special guest speaker and some very important business to attend to. BE THERE!!!